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Abstract
I'ltis report presents it potarrtelric sof ,mile east estilmition motlel prej med tm Jill,
Deep Space Newyork (1)SN'tData Systems Implementation Iasks. `1lte test met, estimation
viodel art+dine+ ants willbines a mllrtber of ei isting models, stteh m thow of the (Jenewl
Researcia Corp, Doty Assoctates. IRNI (Walston-Felix). Rome Air Voice Dovolopment
Venter, 1 1111vet^sity of NI.try hIld, and tit. llie model ealibrates the
task magnitude and difficulty, developnlont environment, and soCttv,ue teGlmology
effects 011miglr prompted responses to a St4 1 tit' allptminrately ,q tlttestialrs. l'aultttoterS i11
tile* IlImIel are adjusted to lit JP I , softwar0 hf'k=c CIe statistics. '1110 etlintalion 111miel
olltpt ► t Scales it statldar+l DSN Work Iheakdown Stmetute, which is .ben ilspttt to it
1'FI TICIN system. producing a deladed schedule a11d resource budget far tiro ptoject
Willi; lilanned.
Deep Space Network Software
Cost Estimation Model
i. introduction
The early-on estimation of required resources and schedule
for the developnnent and maintenance of suftware has prob.
ably been the least precise aspect of the software life cycle,
and yet, an orderly and rational attempt must be made In
order to plan an'i organize an implementation effort. The
existence ref• an orderly and rational approach implies the
existence of a resource and schedule model that accepts as
loput the technical requirements to be achieved the magni-
tude of the task-, the physical, environmental, human, and
management constraints assumed or known to be in effect-, the
history base of similar and dissimilar experience; the nneans,
alternatives, and technology available it) the task-, and a theory
which is capable of correlating these parameters with measured
results.
The least precise of such models is one which relies entirely
on experience, intuition, and luck. It is sometimes referred to
, a "WAG", or "Wildly Aspiring Guess," (More often, the
acronym is somewhat differently derived, but with the saute
general connotation,) When a more formalized, mathematical
model with some statistical verification can be formulated, tine
model appellation is upgraded to "Scientific WAG", or
„SWAG."
The prediction of human behavior is the problem of
estimating events in a stochastic process governed by an
unknown probability function. The goal of a SWAG model is
therefore to predict the events in such a Way as to produce
minimum variance (or risk). 17 ►e optimum SWAG model can
predict only to the limit imposed by the statistical distribution
actually characterizing the human activity.
The oplirml SWAG model would require the precise
quantification of all technical, environmental, and human
behavioristic parameters, and would combine these into a
mathematical formula producing nmximunn likelihood or least
mean square error results. Lacking this precise quantification,
the best that one may hope liar in a SWAG model is that it
accommodate the principal factors affecting the estimate
variance (or risk) in a way that reduces the variance (or risk)
from what it would be, had that factor not been included.
There are a number of SWAGs in existence, Fourteen
software cost estimation models are summarized In Ref. 1, and
nine are evaluated for JIT use in Ref. 2. None of these, by
itself, scenned to the author to contain sufficient range of
application and adaptability to the diverse kinds of software
being produced at JPL to quantify the relevant cost factors
Ind risks v:ith sufficient accuracy to be useful. Taken all
together, however, these modeli seemed to possess, in their
union, the potential for as good a SWAG as could be obtained
at the current state of the art.
An IBM study (Walston -Felix, Ref. 3) reporter-, the analysis
of 60 software projects with respect to 68 variables believed to
influence productivity, Of these, 29 showed a significant, high
correlation with productivity and were included in their
estimation model.
i.
A number tic models reported in ROE I (C merit Research
Corp., Doly° Asso6ates. TRW, Air Force t?lectronic Systems
Division, `I'ecolote, Aerospace Corp., et al.), as Well as statistics
from Nlre University of Maly i-Ind (Rol: it), provide productivity
data Willi best•tit curves using many fewer parameters.
.Stitt otiler models, uottlhty the Rayleigh•Norden Putnam
model (oter,. $, 0) presuppose a feW Mparameter, specific
mathematical model, Which is that cahbr:lted using av rtatrle
indusity, data. to provide tr:ldeW between eftilri, dumilti r,
and qsk.
Several models (e,g., MMInrton, Rat 71 proceed to detail
resource expenditures info tie various phases oractivity. Some
tit' the models are 1lilly autoniatcd, such as PRICH4 (Ref. HI
8101 tRef. t1 ), and SI:YC"I' (Rat IO) . `Me others appear to be
calculative, or perhaps small Inogranls.
The software cast model described in this report is fully
autanlated', it bomi\,is and o wrids leatutes from many of the
models itbove. It ulilires 7 tactots from the QRC model, -11)
lactors Itoln, or similar to. tilt` Walston . Felt y model, and
uleolporates anm. erited (or emsting) .ode model title to file
author, exposed hocM. It unhms the "I'hlt'i"' teclanitlue it)
est ►►nate tie expected sue and variance of the softw.ae it) be
produced. it uhlUes it rod+ditication of the Ray lei gh-Nordeit.
1'uUhau ., molt'l it) check oil the feasibility of resource
estimates. It applies the estunated effort. Stuff, and dumtoll t i
a standard Work Breakdown Structure (WIN dcvedoped Air
11SN software tasks, and automatically produces a task Wan
and schedule to be used at the initial symom subsystem
planning, soitware rill Women (a(1011 planting, or soflw.lre
11wilitellance planning stages of  prateet,
110C are Gil parameters Within tie model WhW1 relate to
productivity, dumlioll. stanbi; level, documentation, and
cumf titer resources. Another G t) parameters divide the total
estimated effort anhong eaell 1V1iS subtask, s111 additional (it)
telaw total duration to sublask duration. Subtask precedences
ate adjustable, and drive a PERTICriticaWalhAlethod seledul.
lag Agoritan.
The outpum of the model include estimates and variance
values for program sire, stall' productivity, effort, duration.
:itafling, doell me it (ah on, ainl computer resources, together
with complete sclicdiuling earlyllate startf finish and tlomime
data, plus a Gantt chart (schedule bar charil of the planned
activities.
All parameters in ilia automated model are easily altered by
tit simple text editing process, without reconlpilaton of file
pragranhs. For :ill its seeming complexity, the model itself is
simple to use. Only a series of y1►esttous relating to size and
environment need to be answered.
Tile ensuing sections (►1 this report desoitic. the model anti
its parameters, anI discus, the sonnet~ or deviation of paranl.
titer values and other elements of the rnodel. `rile wallies tai'
p raiuetets cited hl tills report sire subject to modification and
refinement as further c,'lhbrsttdo ►h and usage of tle model
proceeds. 1110 reader interested Ill t1 current set tit' valaes tit
tiny tittle subsequent to the publication of this wport may
consult the Software Specification document (Ref. 11).
Concerning accuracy: at this writing, insufficient data has
been collected from D$N projects to optinuze the parameters
of the nlordel to lit I)SN productivity, duration, ate. Therefore,
tie model accuracy = is unknown, as pettainu ►g to 08N
predioituhs. lltrwover, the model floes fit itulustry statistics (or
on be made to lit any of the cited source Models) by proper
parameter selection. for this leasoih it is fell that the low Jpt.
data points that have been factored in Will yield accuracy
figures as good as, or petualis better draw the other models in,
their ,Stated envi roll tile tits.
II. Model DescdpUa n
The Software Cost and Resource Fstiniaton Model (tire
acrony°n1 SC'ARENt is not used!) overview appears in htb. 1 in
data-tloW .dhagrain fotmat. program size and staff productivity
factors ate separately estimated said aril cotubuled to
awmahe effurt, staffing. duration, documentation, and coils.
paten resources, `File model produces uninllated dollar costs
b y documentation and computer resources, Will estimated
mean and vlriane values for all resources are output.
Fstimated values sere presented in the autoinared model it)
the user as advice. Tile user is admonished to use these figures
with sufticdmit risk biases it , ensure project completion. Within
a desired confidence Valle. The model their any two of`
the three parameters: etfoil. average staff- and dl ►lation,
These entries are checked against a model akin to the
Ruyleigh^Norden^l'tullanl model. but altered to con)otiu With
power-law tits to measuled data. waalings are issued lit' the
entries are umcasonable. The user may alter the input
eSllmaO it desired, far ,Mother check.
Once acceptable resources and duratitw ,lave been decided,
the model proceeds to produce a standard DSN software
implenhentaton work breakdown structure and schedule With-
out Author input from the user.
A. Estimation of Program Size
Tile size of the software task is measured in "etuivalant„
KHolource-l-ju s of Executable (Ida (KSLUC). A source line
of execo(able codd. is domed basically as it 	 language
'fir-
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MODULES
MODULES
	 MODIFIED
REMOVED	 • ADDED CODE
• DELETED CODE
CHANGED CODE
r
.e,q	 /.etewa •} 0,.^. /. ►elaxt * O.S3 1`a74141 + Q..^'.4
.1 5 C"dei + x.11 11rene0+l€ + 0. , 1. WWI
slawment occupyIng; one physical line In t1e source (display)
mediunr flat results in genciation of object code. msetvatio ► t
or storage, or definition or data type. Cuimmum are Wded,
as are stateiiietiis nierely dellriing, labels and equivalences of
identillats. if several basic .statentenls may aplvar on one
plystcal source line, each nwh scat nwit should lit ,
 added
separately into tite KSUW count.
Source lines err itew code are weighed differently than lees
of reused code. in propoiliun to the ielative amount of effort
required to a ►dept the inherited code to the current frisk. Eats,
deleted lines of colic cortAuie to tie progranuiting effort.
,rnd therefore increase the ''equivalenl" KREC count.
'rite progtaniitiing tusks Wolved whit Hie generation of now
code and reuse of existing code are do octed in hit;. ". The
effort to specify, produce, docuiucut, and test a new line of
code is nonualited to unity, tie bus of code added. changed,
deleted, and retested-only contribute to the equivalent line
count according to relative effort. The extent of existing-
module nrotliticaWw N immured by the number of lines
added in, Oka innuber cli ingal and the number deleted. Ile
number of equivalent lines of code produced is then defined to
Ire
Lea m "new 't' 1) 	 + t*"add +t1"elu, + 01,10
+Qermy err `i' 1il,rrWsr	 (1)
INHERITED CODE
err "W I
 iielt par:anrcie1 h, are cleserr ro account
for the expected effort raviked for each
 cormspont inb.
component.
1110 assumptions with respect to each component are rite
following:
(1) New code issuhfectcd to tine entire standard inlpienten.
radon process.
(2) 'Hie recognition of lute muse of existing code is made in
Ole architeeluml phase, so code added, changed or
deleted from rnodulcs goes only illrough subsequent
PACs.
(3) Added code takes rile saute effort as new code lit
corresponding phases where activity takt,s placer.
(4) Changed code requites the stone design and testing
effort as new code, but less docuinentatfon and coding
effort.
0) Deleted lines front existing modules require reduced
etesig,it, coding. and documentation effort, aril no
testing of lire deleled lttt,s.
(0) Any module changed is completely retested ,rnd
requhhlled.
(7 ) deleted modules require less arcl ► irecti► ral, interface,
and detailed design Coll Side raOotis than new code. only
that ctWnj effort required to minute the unwanted
code contributes it) tilt, coding time, no tcstiov,, or Cite
deleted code is possible-, and docuir,ttittttion effort
involves removal of entire sections of existing material
and minor cleanup. Retesting is covered in modules
which interfaced with the deleted module.
(8) Retested unniodified code requires revalidation of the
inte rface design
 and retesting efforts only.
'the analysis in Section 111D produces the rollo+wing
estimated typical values far tite ISSN environment-
UNCHANGED,
UNRETESTED CODE
NEW MODULES
U TESTED[) iCO DE
	
llRE TEST E D 	 or We code-site parameters ill 	 (21 ) is estimiled by
the "PERT" technique (lief. 12). This technique presuiites
that guesses for L are governed by ar beta distribution
(Ref. 13),
Fig, 2. Software Implementation tasks related to new and intwrited
code activities	 u(i) w l3 {s + I s t + I) x' (1 y x)' for 0	 14
 1	 (3)
a
0
viltete 1t (,) is the heta futreuon MCC 1.0,
	
	 The estiurated value Air tat,, is cotrip►sej of (110 usual
►weighte(I sur,i i,f ;Ile t,txr for eacli parizureter, turd its sltul,dard
	
I - L
	
deviation nthe iilr;t.ure^>^^+^I}^iteal moot-runt-suluare of the Itidiv .
	
r 541" `	 dual deviawgis 11w ►►oWils tit I-q. tI) are used,
1 016V
8, Estimation of Productivity
rtrid v s+ t"I Im, distrrltutiJut has lnean value	 In this model, the productivity 11 is 01111ed as (r11;t1
r,1	 + I.	 erluivitiont KSt V ' Hiere denoled. J ) protlu(id, divided by the
++	 111x ► 	 0(•1)	 total st;tt`I' effort {hers denoted It'),
s1 1 A` 	t« .^, ^
it) uch Lu is tine salue of t. yteldrn^ tine Ina>u11un1 value of 	 ^'1'	 ,	 I IV'St;tt'f►a attrtrttlt	 (10)
(V)	 A nuiuber of data basi-s Ce.g., i:ek. ,t, 15, 10) have Sh own
	
'Ilse vari.nlee ol" 1, about Laty is	
that 1 ;uttl It' are vorrelated through a power-law relationship
((t + I)(1m,,x IMi11 	 4V I  (1 1) ,1 111H7 )(1 Mat	 u)i
0)
For a 1;i ►°en value of v. the variance tit 1. ix tuaviuum %hlln
r
11 , 	01)
i
Where 11r is the avetage I .KSITC productivity rate. The
produetivity at outer vahles or/, is giverulpproximately by
11 o 11 1 1. 1 `d 	 ( 1")
`fire vaitie of t', is sot prilnatily by teclulolojo F and etiviron.
111011t. In i;ret, iitriustry studies silo ►v (11;111 1, ntay vary by as
rttuelr as si) 1 as a funettt,n of such lactors. The vilne of rr,
(tJ) however, iri e.rell environment where data is available, shows aMotive consianey, at a value war unit'.
ping
(1°ma%
1
"1°llr,ll)«
Ytr,,.v ^r^,rr(1,)J^
	 (^ + 
t) ...f..
Cli1^ value 1, .1 Is quite often use.'. (Ref o) and is adopted
1010. I'ire estilualors adopted ill the tuodel are calculated froru
guesses for 1 Ito%' 1'111111' autl t. 0 R
	
LIMA + 4 1 O 
1. 1.
uru1	 ( 1
(1$11aY -1.1111111, + A, 	 111ax ^`1s )(1a " 1•,q Jli)
1.	 USO
Ti10 variance value ►with s t ,-- Z gives a stan-hrtl deviati on
of
_ 11111a.^	 1'111!`7!	 11
	
^,. t{7110 ^	
^ ^1r.... _.	 ( )
The denonunaor value of Lq. (9) usually published in the
literature (Ref: 0) is 6. which underestirnates the variance by
about 131(;
It seetus intuitive, all other things benig equal, that I I should
not urerease its a progiam's si/e i ises; however. the Jew mquare
ptr ►ver.hw tits to data hoses yield rl •vlltres tit U.t)I (113111,
Ret`. 1), 0,4 1x1 (Zloty, Rol. 0, 0.480 (Univetsity of Marysianvl,
1101..I), and 0.975 MAIW. Ref. I W. Clue reason I'm the
itrdieated inctease in productivity for larger programs may= he
(he increased usage of higlier tMitiology to dev0lop these
larger programs. Whatever the reason, (Ile consistency of thes0
ligures seems to indicate that a linear power-law relationship,
((',anything, is slightly conservative.
The motiol presented here has compensations for the use of
higher technology. '17110 value for rt assuuleti by (ins imtdel,
therefore, is unity. lio ►vever, the (Model implementation Deeps
this value paratuetric, and it can he changed, if desired.
Several mndels have contributed to the forinula by which
1) 1
 is calculated, principally those,
 
of GRC (Ref. 17) awl IBhI
(Rol'. 3). The form ot'Pi is
1'1 = 110 A 1 A ;	 (13)
5
whete /►u jis a conslant factor, and A I and A 2 tire diffIculty,
technology , gad ortvirollillerttal adjusitttont factors. Tile value
of A, is computed oat the busts ofpsimmolots judged by (IRS`
to be signiflea nt, Astablt	 1'rtr^Ne fMe l,t4+s,t +4dar►v 1'rrtarr,y
(e) Requirements and Deign ;Mobility Adjustniettt,
Astable`
A r x [(l + Alatrx +fl l ,c'rlt +Ac .f rttjAdtl AsrabIr AnpI IV (14)
Tile component udjustmems lire its follows:
(a) Uuiguag4 A llustntent, ri tarn:
	
LaASa?
	 )
where f sq is all assembly language ftetor, and
Lang is the amoluit of assembly language used.
Tho I)SN value, fare3,	 0lr, is derived tit Section
Illl"s. (like uses a value of
(b) Imle•f"ritical-Code Adjustrtlent,rlr,,.ru^
rt f
/xr`rrt	 (lti)Nctrl	 t-crit	 1
where 1'r t ,jr is a factor which compensates, :or
design/code/test tittle for code ill timing is
critical, and l• t Dirt is the amount of such code.
The DSN value, ft,crrr"U.7. is derived tit Section
lilt'. Tile Q RC value Is 1.0.
(c) ("apacity-Critic.4lity Adtutistnicatt, sic, ,rat°
hC c fit
A, crit ^ f, Grit	 L	
(17)
where Jr ctrl is to factor which compensates liar
capacity-constrained portions or the program, and
/xc..c°rlt Is the amount of code which contributes to
the need for extra e'fort Iii striving the capacity
problem. The DSN value, fr..c.rit : 1.0. is derived Ili
Section HIP.. The GRC value is 7.
+f	 I.jree	 tilt)Iire x
Item, Lur►►re Is tite antotmt of code which is
expected it) derive from well-miderstood, stable
rerpuire iettts, not expected to eltavito. factors
Jesse and Ll,av relate to effort and atuount of
code resulting from requirements expected to
change moderately, but which are kept under
lraseli'ne control. Factors„
►aria and 1^>rrattt, derive
from tire effort and tutlotntt of ctrtle Im which
requirements tare expected it, produco tntny
changes. but. again, will do so under baseline
control, 'fire parameters free, and ^C. fire dampen.
sate liar the accommodtation of requirements
allowed (if fmoly, not baseline^controlled.
The values used tit the DSN model, JI,,** x 1.3,x,
stank ” I.tt, acid A)Ve tt ,.), 4rre taken directly
front die fa RC Illo
(1) hxperienco Adjust tile iti, A t'%p'
14,.11 lip1c,klt	 p "frxlt /c'xlr i t' leil.'
4,^1,
if T	 ^ I ^^^rrit-t^,^	 (^^)
^ J,tull-rqt	 c'tlt °'
Here 'le%.p is the averagt staff training in years,
J^ tl, is tite training rate, and 4111 trl, is the fully
trained productivity factor- The values J'1) = 0.00
Ovmid tj;,rl 	 0.d derive from the GRC model.
The second productivity adjustment factor. X1 2 , derives
from the Walston-Felix data (Ref. 3) published by IBNI:
(d) Difficulty Adjustment,Ildtff:
	
1'Irurti
	
1
`p
rtlf^ ° 1 Ulrr►rrl I)	 1: ,
	 (Jean. I)	 11^^
(18)
where 11rard and J'et1x,, are Chetors which relate to
the relative effort required for "hare[" and "easy"
ports of the program, and Llt+rrd and L c,;,s are the
.utlounts of code adjudged to be "'Bard" and
"easy," respectively. The DSN values, fltard
and fcus)t 0.$, are taken from elan published ill
TRW reports (Nef. 6).
/lrltrt^^	 hit ► C ►)1x	 ...	 it; ,	 e p iv E st log -x.._12
t i
	
ln(rr
	 r 1	 ltr(i)
tit
	
,1r factors that ,.,orrelate with productivity and their
effects on productivity were considered, /t&I,) values were
measured when factor i was ,applied and contributed to
productivity, and 1'rt, ttt resulted when ractor i was not applied
and thus lowered productivity. The use of xl relates to file
6
extent factor f is present ha the aalrplicatlon being astinuated.
The values used for .vi ere Tither +1, 0, or 1. T1 ►e poranieter at,
wqs chosen to best III Ilia data collected.
The various factors contributing to the adjustment, the
acceptable msponses, and the hag-ratlo values used Ili the DSN
niodel were taketa, for the most part, direclly horn Walston.
Felix data, A few others have been added, due it) their
variability Ira the DSN environment, The exponent value it , was
chown tar give a 50*1 variation between ilia extreme values.
The factors, responses, and log-ratio values used Ito the DSN
model are listed in Appendix A. The value for tv is computed
by
f'jV j
	
log
dfi	
1)100)
	
r a	 tr► tr)
Iii which fsir° 1, c),'S produces the S0^ I spread in productivity
ardjusnnent. The value Al extends the suni over both the
IBM and Glt(' model factors.
IllfiI and other data show that the total effort adiustn ►ent
may be expected It) deviate, at ,I 1„ from ilia estinuted
value by a standard deviation, factor of about A s,, # 1.73.
C. Estimation of implementation Task Duration
The IBM, university of Maryland, and RADC statistics
suggest that the ;average duration Trerpufaed fork KSI I,(` and
Wstaff-inotiths effort is approxhnated by
7' M 711 II/t 	 (23)
Where 7`a is the I .K$[,,h(' average duration. and f, is a
tlnie•factor exponent found from industry statisties.'I'lic value
used tit the DSN model. T, - 4.8, was adjusted to fit limited
available DSN data, ,and Jr - 0-450 was the average power-law
lbr the niore extensive 11M. RAiX, and GitC data.
D. Average Stall
The average staff, in person,, results front manipulation of
the duration equation,
,S' x T'	 7,: it's ft 	( 4)r
T1ae statfting exponent, 1 w fr = 0.644, implied in file USN
model compares with n ►oaasured values averaging 0,629 across
industry.
E. Documentation Wing and Cost
100 statistics sho wed a nomily linear relationship between
pages (if docunientatioia and line of , ode, whereas 1110
University of 11laryland measured aln►ost a squaro-root rela-
tions'nip. DSN experience over six Mark-111 Data Systern
progranis revealed alt expru r ent about nildway In between
(0-83). A study of Softw ire Specification Document (SSD)
user needs (Ref. IN) recon nrendrd that this document he
about 40 .50 pages per KSIW for progratus In ilto 30 KSLIT
vicinity. The Formula used for ilia model for the number of
pages ol'docuta ►entatirrn is
Drt p # D I L, ` `,r„	 G5)
The niodel uses D I a 90 and t d, ) ,.
 
w 0.83 to uiaaWlt tite I)SN
experience and SSl) guidelines,
The drrctatneaitation cost is found by a straiglit dollar-p e'r.
page rate(at figure of S30/page is used ht (lie currant model.
F. Computer Resources
IBAI and TRW give statistical figures for coniputcr tinge
costs as functions of lines of code and to(al effort, and also as
a fraction of total cost. The DSN, however, niostly has
dedicated mhileonipilters for which operational Costs are not
assemed to the Implenrenlation task oil a usage basis, TRW
dries, however. also estinrstte a linear relationship between (TO
time required per maehine code instruction of about C I a 25.1('hid hours per thousand instructions.
The I)SN model cornputrs CPU resources as
7it - et suss}° +	 IpOWI) fC/()L^ ce^,tr	 (26)
'1'lie higher-order-language expansion !;actor, frrt)a. m 2.4, used
hi the ISSN model Is tho GRC figure, based on JOVIAL.. The
exponent value r'1/its * 0.00 ,given by Wadsion and l-elix (who
give dollar costs, rather thaai CIT thne),is adopted to acmun(
for the gancrai trend of CPU tine with program size.
If ('iTLt dollar cost is relevant., the niodel computes this at a
straight a loilar•per-Cl)LI-hour figure (zero in ilia DSN model,
but a parameter is available for other applications).
G. Variance Computation
We assun ►e ill this mradel (flat rneasurcaaaorats of values of a
quantity ,i, for at given x satisfy a power-law formula of ilia
form
Y a kx`'	 (27)
7
in which t' is a known, lixed value, bus k <xbibifs some
statistical disiribotion about a best,power-lav lit,
''o * kox"	 (1K)
The vahtes of ko and r, are chosen to minimira tide logarithmic
error raver rite observed data,
H. Modiflod Royh fth-NonNn-Putnam Modol
Guided by the SWAG-estimatled values, the user of file
model enters the effort, duration, and staff parameters
Intended for use. As a cheek oil comparison.:
of these parameters with file ltttyleiglt-Noi •doii-1'4itnam model
ire haute. Ilowever., some ari,usttneitts
 III mode  have been
made In order to make it fit the average power-law variations
described above.
m	
'rite basic differential er i+ "lion describing he average work
err I n(v) I x)j =	 (1 r "^"t t_ I tr ,t^)	 (2"r))	 el'fort,u^, is taketr it) be of the form	 g
tr
	The variation III is expressed as a (X/) -foclor to be applied
	
►v' = rlt' (K - w)	 (34)
to ,t"o ii a given x.
in which iv x iv(t) Is the cumulative effort expended up it)
	
If, In ti particular instance, there is uncertainty about the 	 time ! (months), K is file toast INc•cycle staff-months effort, r
value of x, then the rr variation is described by
	
	
is alt exponent that accounts liar learning curve and sets tite
"pace" of the work, and A is a constant scatting tittle.
vor (In.0 w E (1n	 + t, 11t '^ ^^	 (30)	 Norden and Pitman assume r= I (a linear learning curve),ke	 xo	 however, this value of r is not consistent with the observed
power-law relationships between L, T, and W.
where I It (x0 ) is the mean of i n (Y11.	 The solution to the modified equation is
1r	 0A
w K I - ex 1) - (— I GL) (3S)C0a 1
where the value A has been replaced by rjt pa 1, in which t0(3I)	 is the value at which+,' is ntaxuuiun (tone of maximum
staffing),
We use 7" to denote the time of acceptance test completion
and transfer to operations (III
	 whence w (7) = Ifs.
Then
If k, and x i are defined as those values such that
In 2 fi t. : E(In7^
a
1112 x  - Li (In2 X0^^
then we caul write
y ,. kox" VA-2)	 (32)
where k2 is a standard deviation factor
12
k	 In	
e	 0 ) 1	
(33)
Factors such as this are applied in (lie model to each power
law, using k i /k0
 values measured from industry statistics, and
wv`t[.vtr values assumed to be one•sigma estimations of the
x-paranicter. The x•paraneter in the model ultimately derives
from the program length, h, whose variance was addressed in
Section IIA.
a
7" t	 ^<,,^. Ili
	
t	 I,^Pd I)	 3^^
L
As III
	
Putnam work, tt "difficulty index," D may be
defined as
Kr
D _ tri a	
(37)
0
and a "difficulty gradient factor" call be similarly defined as
VD (r + 1) r U.	 (3g)
0
1 r{
i7 =	 (r + j	 `I") P = 0,828 (47)
These reduca to the hitnatti expressions when r  I. Note:
Puttrartl expresses these values using time umq of years, so
comparisons require a scale change,
r
Dt'ur a 1 ? D
(3`))
"Plif - l 2r* 
i 7D
The cumber of lines of code is taken to be of tite saute general
form-as Potnam's "software equation,"
t,	 ck. K 11 lQ 	 (40)
(Putnam tapes 1) - 113, q m 4/3,a 1:4 relationship.) The values
t nr p «tad q used its the DSN software cost model are chosen to
s,tisfy both power-law productivity constraints and time.
effort tradeoff's,
The ratio 1111K is the [ ►nlrie ►tti^^ntut on•ci'fortJtotal•ltfc•cycle•
effort ratio, which Putnam estimmed to be constant, at about
0 ,95. and NASA measuremofmts (Ref, 1 1)) found to be about
0,88. Such ratios set the proportionality between T and to to
produce the equations
1. =^ Cp lip
 7 i` = ep lVp *`$ ,q = et" 7p+n ,S p	 (41)
for an appropriately defined teelmology constant vp
 related to
the productivity coefficient P i evaluated by the model.
We may use the power-la w
 formula for L and the definition
of D to eliminate °T. f/hcn difficulty is Iteld constant at a value
Do corresponding to the power-law, or "average difficulty ," of
projects, we final that the following relationship trust hold,
For P given t, the ratio q/p pats Ilse flow vs effort tradeoff
relationship, Use of the factor f oR q/p x -log (1;'t/IV)/log
(Ttm permits p and q to be expressed ac
iP X a (I +frf) (44)
_f
`^	 U +Z7)
The model contains an input parameter $V i /IV - iVt 12 , defined
to be the effort ratio for which T, IT* 1/2. This parameter is
used to specify the value of ,f as f m loge (111 1/2 ),
The equation for L Is thereby
f) /(r+'i)
L x (PeA ► A s)- '1` (,D 
	
IV
►
I=t	 (45)
and the expression for productivity P as
P = (PoA I A 2)` 1 /a(D	 wOla)'i	 (46)4
If f = q/p were set to the Putnam value (viz.., 4) then a value
IV ► 2 = 16 would result, While the best value of f for DSN
ticks has not been determined, the consensus of managers and
programmers is that a 16:1 effort factor to reduce duration by
a factor of 2 is too extreme, and not within their experience,
Rather, a IV ► /2 = 115 value is probably closer to actuality in
the USN environment, This assumption produces the values
f = 0,585
Use of the power-law expression for average T similarly
prodwes the relationships
fr,Rr:+I
ep 
= (PeA ► Az)_
► laT,-q
(43)
r+ ^
De = rPIV 
T
^
	
Tit''*i)
o
VD = (r + 1) T Dea	 t— 2To 
r = 0,484
c  = 0,0621 /(A t ri g )
The value IV/K = 0.88 mentioned earlier produces
T
T► = 1.53
Do = 0.788, or D,,«r = 7,06	 (48)
VDO = 0,1 fig/T, or VD.., = I RIT
9
Difficulty and gradient calculations are not currently used In
the model, however,
Whon L, and Ware given, Tand S are Ilion given by
ct, {Vp
(49)
Wizen /, and Ttire given, IV and S are
Otero P { - ) Is the probability function. That is, the confi-
dence level Is tite probability that both effort IV and duration
7' are not exceeded.
Under the pros uinptlons that the conditional densities
p (TI IV, Jam) and p ( IV I L,) are lognormal (which are fairly
well borne out by RADC data, see Ref. 16), and that p (L.) can
be estimated by a lognormal density as well, inert the
confidence factor is readily calculated. The log of the software
equation provides the conditional mean fot log (T) in the first;
the log of the power-jaw formula provides the conditional
mean for log IV fit tite second; and the code size estimator
provides the mean of log (L.) in the third, The result is t{te
integral
{V
 (C
!. 	 ► 1n	 X
I, 7
z_.
"t 	(jo)	 C(IV, T)=	 I )	 f li + erf (t^ t^,r)^ ea:p (-x2 ) ^lx	 (53)
,S = r
and when L, and S are given, IV and T are
I trp+u)
 C,, l	 (51)
T = tS
That is, only one of the average IV, T, ,S parameters need be
specified for it given L„ The others can then be computed (and
tire in the model),
If any pair of the IV, T, 'i parameters is proposed, the
lines-of-code value determined from the "software equation"
represents the average number of lines of code that call
supported by the proposed resources, Thedifference between
tite size-niodel estimate and the software equation estimate is t ►
margin oil 	 confidence levels may be calculated,
One should note, however, that the software equation does
not remain valid for tasks so small that averne staff drops
below unity. In this case, we revert back to the power law
equation to yield the needed effort and solve for T and S from
tale rolation IV = TS,
Confidence in completing the software task within
resources and budget when staff is variable is
C( IV;!") = P (t < T, w < W }	 (52)
In which
t^z
X 
In ( T1 / (
K
)z
5P
^(
► /2
2QY	 Itt
►u,..,
IV
ps,^Igst,	 (SO
z
+ 
't.
p2'.2
SlV
Q = Y+. c,-22S22
2 2
L;Qi. P sty
q2s/ 2
The values 1 and iv are duration and effort values on the
software equation curve producing [lie expected number of
lines of code; sl, , s ty, SI,, represent the standard deviation in
log (L.), log (Itj), and log (T), respectively.
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The Qht7') appears to he a function of arbitrary 1oarairl.
eters t,le ton the curve !,text - c'j,itP t". The triple, (1 e$t w.th
represents the point from which margins are measured to
tite resource values to he used lit sloe projecl. The
m odd chooses wa to maximize C`(NWI. The r►ptintun► values
or wow r satlsfy floe Owl
of subiasks is shown In Table 1, Tile table also shows the
average replotted effort in 31 recent upgrade tasks for each line
Rem, adjusted Our iirttue tasks based on air analysis of the
problems encountered. Requiratents and subsystem design
resmn rces were not reported with the subsystem httpielrrenta•
,^	 .^,	 ,Batt ac^tiv ► tics; however, OWL for thtst:ltavc been fa4toretl
No die WITS model,
k0lert)
1
11(I +erft4v +A01 exp ( :1^2
hr^ tY l
Jn( ,► r,
;t	
(
Y.,
MSr,
/%'
gtiX 0 Y1'/a
tool.!*I^a
try,^^^I ^^j,.
C
The model lkrinfts selection of the starting point for WITS
generation.: at the System/Siobsystem Functional Retluir ►o•
meats (i-RD) conrnoencentent, at the heorming of the Soft»
( 51 ware itettunentents Definl(ion (Sltl)); or at the beginning of
Ow Softwom tyaQ lyefi Wir (SDOL at which lime the
software architectural vonsklamtiwo we tlevelopd.
Once a starling I ►taint has been selet'led by the user, the
model appt ► rtWns stuff effort over the remaining subtasks
(using perecivage 1ximilrNers In the standard MNIS dula base),
and calcuLues suhtask duration (also via percentaae figures fn
the data base) to conform with the selected uterall effort
duration. These percentages are currently chosen t,o product. a
relatively constant eflolt proofile over the implementation
project, This profile is tr trend fn the small DSN efforts
vurre ►illy under way. 'rite pementages are alterable, however,
to lit any ussntnd Profile Our 0111e1 tasks.
Tire standard lVI18 data base also conlahm precedence
hirmmatkni om oag subiasks, which is used by the ICI RTICIN
scheduling algorithm, Such precedences were set by logical and
	(5
	 managenrew criteria to Carat a ralional progression cofactivilies
and milestones canuucnsrnate with DSN slondard soflwara
implemenWhon pmelices, Precedences for each task are
siveilled in the (form of the decitualized number of the task(s)
which nrttst complete befoore brut particular task may Non.
All items In the standard WITS data base an be altered to
tit another project by a nrew text edition process,
Gy )o
liquatOn (55) is solved b,.y Newton's method, soh ect to the
constraint lot; (L .10sr) o psor ,► , + gs t,v and the confidence
Integral is evaluated by numeric integration.
I. Standard Work Breakdown Structure Model
Tire DSN Data Systems Nenon has adopted a standard
11188 format for its software inoplemenWOon tasks. The format
J. Operational Modes
The DSN Software Cast Model software has a sizel
producfivity estimation made, which is optional; if estimates
of staff clOull, average start' size, and task donation are known
a priors, the u6nr,rtion matte my be skipper!.
Regardless of the means by which amount of code staff
effort, ,overage stuffing, and project duration are eslittitited,
these figures are used to calculate a confidence level. The user
may adjust estimates, as desired, until a suitable set of resource
parameters is obtained before proceeding to the schedule
gencration process,
t1
Task	 Ifrott."I Duration, 4
o	 Start 00 0.0
I	 System plans, rerl ►iirentents„1nd d0go 0111 (11.0
l	 l Detinealibs)stern reltuircnrants ',5 3_2
1.2 1111) 0.0 0.0
1,2.1
	
Write all sections 0.7 0.9
112
	 Idit mid release LRD 0.3 0.4
11 Level It review O's O.G
IA Refine system arcluiccture, 3.0 1.9
I.5 URD 010 00
I.5•I	 Wrtletrliscetiolrs O.7 0.7
1-5.2	 Flit and release 011 0.4
16 Level Creview 0.5 0.6
2 Software 11hariuig and reriuitenlents 	 0.0
1 1letina software relluirelllcnis	 4.0
2 2 SIM	 OA
.-I Write all Novi lolls 	 0.7
22.2 Id ► t and release	 03
2.3 I Orel 1) tolew	 04
3. Software arelliteelure .end design 	 00
detinitioll
3.I I)eRne software architecture	 so
3.2 $$0	 0^0
3.21 Write till sections	 O6
12.2 Fdi( and release 	 0.3
33 Svstenl intv'rface deve,11 	 3.6
3 4 Level F review	 04
4 Software detailed design and	 010
produdlon
4.1 SSI)	 0.0
4.1.1 Write sections I.2,3
	
1.0
4.I .Z Write Section 4	 3.0
4.1.3 Write Section S	 TO
4 I Write Section 6
	
0.7
4.1 .5 Write Section 7	 1.5
4 1 .6 Edit and release	 0,9
i1.0
V,
010
0.7
O4
O.G
00
721
00
0.6
04
3.6
0.4
00
r1:0
LO
4.4
7.o
0.7
I.S
0.9
Output is offered on hard copy or eouiputer riles, at -iser
selection. Schedules are output begirtiring with FRi3, SRD, or
SOD activity.
K. Risk-Bias Computation
The size and resource estimates produced by the iiiodcl are
ilieawestltuate figures-, however, variance tlgures are also givell
for risk-Maas computations, as appropriate. If a schedule is
geuerated using the luau estimates given, them the cotirdeuce
factor rear performing the iniplcnlcutatioo on time and within
budget is only about 2YT. That is, only about otie•quarter of
the projects rising the u)ean estimates should exlx ct to deliver
williin schedule aura budget! If a project desires a confidence
factor higher than 511, then resource estimates ripest be
hicreased by some cunouot to produce the higher confideuce
level
T MOW 1. Stww M work bn akdttwn stmetun
Task. I ffott, ; O u ratitrnF{y,
4.2 $01NI 0^0 010
4.2.1	 Write prellnlinary draft 113 1.9
4.2.2
	
Complete all sections I.$ is
4.13	 I-All and release 0.6 0.6
43 IliglOevcl design review 0.4 11.7
4.4 Mod 11.1 productloo andlntegrailon 0.0 0.0
4 4.1	 Fxecutivc and coiltrol 21 S-6
44.2 40 modules 2,9 3.6
4.4.3
	 lntettace handlers 2.9 5:6
4
	 A	 Fuliction A 2.9 SA
4.4.5
	 Ftmeuon 11 2.9 S^4
4.4.6
	 V11natioll C 18 5.2
4.4.7	 hinctioo D 2.8 S.2
44.8 l owlion F 2.8 S.2
4.A.9	 I inctimn I' :.8 3.2
4.5 Special tasks 0.0 0.0
4.$.1
	 Suppott software 2,0 2.0
4.5.2
	
Other 1.0 1.0
4.6 Acceptance readiness review 0. 1 0.9
5, Software test and trimsfer 010 0.0
$.1 Veriticatioll tests 4.S 8.1
$.2 Colitingency 4 0 4.0
5.3 SIT 010 0.0
53.1	 Write till sections 21 2.3
S-3.2	 Vditund release. OA 0.4
5.A Acceptance tests 313 4.1
5.5 1)elliorlsl fit iloll tests 315 4.8
So Tralisiet, C01 ; it) CUI. 12 116
6.	 Management tasks alld rllilestuues 0.0 010
6.1 C DI- aclivin" 6.0 6.O
0,2 Develop luelintinary budget 015 0.6
6.1 Develop system intplcmenlation 015 0.6
plan
6A Draft sol'ttvart+ impleniclitali,ln 110 1.4
111,111
o1 s Revise implementation pllll 2,0 2.9
III. Selection and Calibration of Parameters
This section colitaills a data base of statistics i111d colujulta-
(lolls used itl the forinulttion ell' the DSN Software Cost
Model.
A. Productivity Statistics
The following forlttulas represent best-fit parametric models
of observed data oil KSL,IT vs effort. ire most eases, the urlit
of measure was tint actually KSL EC, but something probably
iinearly related, such as delivered source lines (including
cortunetils) of object instructions,
14' - S. 0 .91	 (ILI&1)
IV - 1.27 LO' 8d	 (I.lniversity of Mtirylaud)
f'
DOTY	 GRC
RADG	 IBM	 UM
1 t1l i ^
KILO-SOURCE-LINES tXECUTADIE CODE (K$LEC)
Flg, 3, Industry estimates of effort vs source lines of code delivered
it'	 10.1 0.11	 (GRC. high-arder Iangoages)
It' -1.86 Lo-916	 (RAW)
It'	 5,25 Lit 05'	 (Doty)
711ese are shown in Ff" 3.
Ilia figures asterlsked (*) are computed Prow other
measured Matislies by the same company listed, For example,
if project dur;tti;;lt was gi.vou as a !siltation of error( lt r, shell
lice staffing could be computed by S = i /T for comparison to
Ilia best-l)l data, These staffing best-fit data are plotted Ill
Fig. 4.
Ilia exponetit for L in Ilia DSN model was chosetl as unity
for the following reasons; (1) Ilia proximity of all Ilia urea•
cured exponent- values to unity. (2) the wide scatter of points
	 too
iu each ease, ;tad (3) (lie intuitive Neliug . that productivity
cannot rise, all other things bang the same, when the program
size increases, VM
IBM
B. Staff Size StiNstice
Staffiltg level industry stati;--ties yielded least variation
among best-111 models. Some of Ilia results are
S - 0,S4 1110.6	 (113M)
	
0.404111"1"	 (^)
	
,' . 0.1 ,?3 1li 0.7116	 (University of Kuyland)
	x 0.196 lV0.79	 M
	
S = m8o 1 0.609	 (RA DC)
	
0,369 1V0.624	 (s)
	
0,388 W0.641	 (*)
RADC
t;rD
W
Y.
-4
I.0 L
10
	
loo
	
1000
EFFORT, staff-mwN
Fig. 4. Average staffing required vs projects fort
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I"he DSN model computes ,S froto effort W and duration 7'
directly,
t
The DSN effot-expooent was conipoted from a least.
squares At to au etitial ntunber of points chosen Fran ► eael ► lit
above, tis well as the implied durations taken front itafting
statisdes in Section I11B. The nudtplier coefflocl ► t was laken
to Ill observed DSN data,
C, Project Duration Statistics
Dtiratoo statistics seem to produce slightly different effort
exponcnts across the industry eslilnales, but Seen) to converge
in the 100 staff-lnonllls effort region. ` 110 tits are
7'	 2 ,47 Hta.aS	 (1 BM)
T t_ S.It 11' 0,2	(University of Maryland)
	
= S.l rl 11,0100	 O
7' = 4,5.E /, a""' 	 (RAID')
As in the previous .section, the ligtires marked by asterisk
(^) are not direct tnCaatiri nlent$, flit C omputed from direct.
mcasurcrimit power-law cats. These duration data ti ne pre•
se ►)ied ill tr ig. S.
1.0
1000
EFFORT, staff-mmlhs
Fig. 5, Average duration of software projects vs the effort required
D. Effort Factors of Inherited Cods
Utilisation
Tile assumed effort factors for ale utilization of existing
code .ire sliown ill Table 2. The standard WITS entries are
shown, idol ►g with the estimated effort retitiired for each iu a
ooc•stafl»year project (:42 staff' days), The c ►p ries for "New
Module" are the nun)bers allocated to eacli activity, adding oil
it) -14«; Ilia( is, il' tile project were to develop only entirely
new code, all 2,12 staff-days would be used.
For each other coltnnn, the entries are the estimated
resotirces spent ill earl ► activity, as if the entire project were
totally involved witli only that activity heading ale column, on
the same atnotnit al'corle t ► s addressed by the effort in coltuun 1.
The required effort to be applied is scaled from the relative
alliotnls of all code to be utilized. The "eciuivalent" number
of new lines of code for ally of the columns is round by
luultiplying the work factor dines tie number of lines
hypoiheticaily being processed.
E, High-Level Language Adjustment
`I'lle statistics for usage of high-level languages vs assembly
language are widely diverse ill their effects on project effort.
GRC reports (Ref, 1$) best•fit curves to ncasured statistics of
It' = 9,38 LO -79	 (tissenibly language sources)
is , = 10.13 1, 0.7+i	 (Iugli-order language source*)
The M slatislic is derived from the nicasured ralio of object
insirnelions to higli-level sourer; stalenicim. Tbcse two etiva-
lions Stiggest nearly a 10 ratio of effort on a souree line basis.
Flowever, GRC also proposes a 4.5,1 cost factor in ticir
Military Stiles Software Cost Model (Ref, 17), 'I'lnerefore, an
analysis si ►nilar to Ihat of Sector 3,4 was undertaken to
estiniate the high-level vs assembly-language tradeoff. The
assumptions were.
(a) Design, Coding and unit lest ; ng ,let ivities would increase
proportionately to tie code-expansion ratio of the
language. A value of 2.4:1 (GRO was used,.
(b) VOctnnentalion or the curie would also increase in ilie
same ratio, to keep (lie same relative degree of delail
(pages/KSLUt").
l00
RADC
1	 UM
4 to
14
ToW 2, Inhwhed code Mart mpA mimi Ntlmcticc
Changed module
New Added Deleted Omitted Samc Deleted RetestedAcusity 1110111110 code code code code module code
Requirements And dasign
rRD phase G
I'111) phase 7
SRI) phase 10
SHIT phase 13 13 4 13 4 4
SIS 7cmvlty to 10 3 to 3 3
SSl1 Phase 22 23 S G $ S
Special if G 3
Other 3 3 1
Coding
SS1) pl ►ase :3 23 3 7 3
Spa 4ial G G 3
Other 4 4
Testing
Integration 12 12 12 12
y°0rfti4aii0n 1 12 12 12
Acceptance test 10 10 10 10 10
Demonstration 10 10 10 10 10
Documentution
1''R1) 3
1 °i)1) 3
SRI) 3
Slat) 3 3 1 2 1
SS1) 31 31 +l 10 4
SUlst 3 3 1 2 1
5TT G G 1 3 1 2
I'RD review
11)1', review
5811 review 5
Management plan 7
SDD review 3 3 1 1 1 1
Iligh level design I 1 1 1 1 t
review
Acceptance review t I I I I 1
TniusfOr I I 1 I I t
CDI" SSD phase 9 q 2 9 2 2
COI test phase 3 3 1 2 1 3
lot al 242 194 29 .123 t15 26 41
Factor 110 OM 0,12 0151 017 0111 0.17
(c) Acceptance tests, being functional tests, would be the
saute for the two. The reduced number of functions to
be tested per KSLI C of` assembly code as compared 10
the hl&er•order language was felt tr1 be negated by the
larger number of errors likely to be found.
(d) Requirements and architectural design tend to be
top-hml activities depending on numbers of functions.
The number of functions which can be provided per
XSLEC is less in assembly language by the language.
level Amor. hence these activities should take the same
effort on a per-function basis.
`Cable 3 shows the estimated resource budget based on a
one-staff-year effort, high-order language effort. The factors
above have been applied to (lie individual sublasks to arrive at.
1s
^L__
,
TaW.3. Aum" WWJBV.tMort tpuMam M astlmatw
I-RD SRi) SDDActivity Mart start start
Ragtlirenientsand design
FRD phase G
VOD phase 7
SRI) phase 10 10
SDI) phase 13 13 13
SIS activity 10 1 0 10
SSD phase	 x 2,4 53 $3 $3
Spacial
	
X 2A 14 14 14
Other	 x 2.4 7 7 7
Coding
SSD phase
	
X 24 55 55 55
Special	 x 2A 14 14 14
Other
	
x 2.4 10 10 10
Testing
Integration	 x 2.4 29 29 29
Verification	 X 2A 29 29 29
Contingency	 x 2A 5 5 $
Acceptance test 10 to to
Demonstration to 10 10
0=11nentatlon
FRO 3
DO 3
SRI) 3 3 3
SDI) 3 3 3
$SD	 X 2.4 74 74 '14
SOM 3 3 3
SIT 12 1 2 12
Managenient
FRD review 2
FDD review 2
SRD review 5 5
sianagcnient plan 7 7 7
SDI) review 3 3 3
High level design review 1 1 1
Acceptance review 1 I l
Transfer I I I
CDF SSD phase	 X 1.3 1 2 12 12
CDF test phase	 x 1.3 4 4 4
Total 421 328 380
Factor 1.74 1.82 1.89
Ilia estimated assembly language overhead. Tito effects of the
three permit led starting points are shown.
F. Capacity and Timing Constraint
Adjustment
Capacity-constrained effects on required software effort are
also diverse in industry, and did not seem to fit with DSN
experience. IBM ,published (Ref, 3) a 3,8:1 ratio for a severely
constrained task.. CRC reported (Ref. IS) a S. IS: 1 ratio and
recommended in 8:1 ratio of effort be used in its Military
Sales Model (Ref. 17).
Capacity comIrants cart oftett lie relieved by prognini
optimization or segmentation, when mass storage resources are
available, but timing considerations then also sometimes
become tt factor, and TRW eslhnales it "* ,5:I factor in effort
for such timing constraints. GRC concurs In this figure. TRW
also estlinates a 3:1 increase in effort fo, seal• ► ime programs
over segttential progrtuns.
Inasmuch as capacity and tinting constraints often require
coding in assenibly language, it was felt that the three were
correlated IIi the stmie data and that the effort factor of all
three taken shnultancously was overcompensation, `fits DSN
productivity on the Mark III Data System (10 source lines/day
in assenibly language, with real-tinic and severe capacity
constraints) tended to favor this hypothesis.
'Cables 4 anti 5 are estimated resource budgets for capacity
and thninb•contrained developments, Since these factors
directly affect code design, coding, and testing, the emphasis
of the extra effort is applied in these subtasks.
G. DSN Documentation Statistics
The documentation page count of six Mark III Data Systein
tasks representing over 100 KSLEC produced data presented
in Table 6. "These data gave best-fit power•htw statistiei of
1)5121:1
	
6.29 1,'1'41's	 (X/1,50)
L 3VOD 21.3 
Lo.ata (x/1.63)
DSOAr	 '^ 15,3 
1.0.727 (X/1,'1)
1)5511 1361,0,832 (X/1.21)
DSSr 7.71 0"09 (XI 1.61)
Drat 175 1.0.£12'? (X/I,0
It. was generally felt, however, that the SRI) and SDD
docunientalion represented by these figures was not detailed
enotigh, whereas the SSD was too detailed in some areas, and
yet riot detailed enough in others, A study (Ref. 18)
recommended about 46 SSD pages/KSLLC (without listings),
down about 43S"o from the average of 80 pages/KSLLC
actually produced for the SSDs, or down about 33%v from the
total,
The }tower law curves above were therefore adjusted up
10 1,',n for the SRD and SDD, and down by about 43"In for the
SSD to arrive at the recommended figure
Dror	 —	 1,201,
0.523
	V/1.?)
Treble 4, Cspeolty constraint +Mott requirement estimates
1 RD SRI) SODActivity Stitt start start
Reliulrainsnts at1^1 da5ign
1*0 plisse
1 , M) plisse 7
SRI) please 10 10
5171) phase+
	
x 2 26 20 26
SIS activity	 x 2 20 20 20
SSD 1111,154 	 x 5 It0 110 Il0
Spacial	 x 4 24 24 24
Other	 x 4 12 12 12
Coding
SSD phase	 x 2 46 46 46
Special	 x 2 12 12 12
Other	 x 2 8 8 8
Testing
Inlagration 	 x 2 24 24 24
Verification	 x 2 24 24 24
Contingency	 x 2 4 4 4
Acceptance test	 x 2 20 20 2t)
Ovnionstration	 x 2 20 2t1 20
Docul tentation
i'R1) 3
FDD 3
SRU 3 3
SDD 3 3 3
SSI) 31 31 31
SOrt 3 3 3
S'll , 6 6 6
Iilanagement
FR17 review 2
I'I)1) review 2
SRI) review 5 5
Management plan 7 7 7
SIM review 3 3 3
Iligh level design review I I I
Ae epwoce review I I I.
Transfer I I I
C17F SSD phase
	
x 1.3 12 12 12
CI)L test Phase	 x 1.3 4 4 4
"Total 463 440 422
i-actor 1.91 2.01 233
Table S. Time Critical module 0110r1 rsllmslts
i RD Sill) SDI)Activity
start start star t
Rellnirentents and design
1 RI) phase V
11)I) 111145e 7
Sill) phase 10 10
801) phase	 x I's .0 20 20
SIS activity	 x I ' s I$ U 15
SSD pllasa	 x 3 66 66 66
Sp"14 1 	x 3 III IS 18
Other	 x 4 9 9 9
Codnilt
SSD pliase	 x 46 46 46
Sl+ecial	 x 2 12 12 12
Other	 x S S 8
10sting
hllegration	 x 2 24 24 24
Verification
	
x 2 24 24 24
Contingelwy	 x 2 4 4 4
Acceptance test 	 x 2 20 20 20
1?enionstration	 x 2 2t) 20 20
DoC4nnentation
l' RI) 3
UDD 3
SRi) 3 3
SDI) 3 3 3
SSi) 31 31 31
$Ohl 3 3 3
STT 6 6 6
I11an;lge" wilt
1111) review
I . Dn review 2
Sill) review 5 $
J1lanagenient plan 7 7 7
SDI) review 3 3 3
)ligh level design review I I i
Acceptance review i 1 2
Transfer I I 1
C17I = SSD phase	 x 1.3 12 12 12
t'Ul': test phase	 x 1,3 4 4 4
Total 399 376 358
Factor I.ra49 1.72 1178
17
.
Table 6. DSN documentation statistics
u[+s)alent kt;l.1C SRI) $1)1) SSD SOSt S1'I Totalr i^a^^s)
CPA 0I1•1 A 6- 4 0 1	 ^ 1974 193 431 V84
1 PA 011 1 41 3 43 58 3678 233 736 4?48
AIDA 01' 1) 13.1 2 33 919 Ss 53 111«
Ds 1` 0 P-C 3 7 IN 38 380 A $2 52+1
MON 011 ^(' 1 « « 11 73 1318 I's 162 1692('111
	
01' 1) It ti 17 223 1340 W seta 1541
The 810), Sl)1). and SSU recomtn0ncled'rlost•fit sties are:
1).
l4^
.
1l^ 7.1 
/ye.a+lz (?x/1.5)
1) ,tar)s .n.-i 1. 4.31 a (Xl l ,tt)
1),^,sta 788 1 urra l (X1I .')
1),,c,nr
	
^ I g .3 1.').77' (X s l ,^)
7.71 (X.'1.8)
IV. Typical Example of the Model Operation
The software prototype impleillentatiou of Ore USN Soft.
lvoire Cost Model wits programmed for the JPL Atiloniated
Office U.1W CenteriTerntmal Work Station 0011)(TIVS,
Ref. .1 0). NvI ich utilities a Z-80 C'1 1 1 1 ,04K bytes RAM, disl Otto
storage, and a ("h Ilhcantllatthie olvratulg system.
The user merely enters the prograin mane (SO[VIVOST)
and :mswets prompted questions, A blank form is available
(see Fig, (1) for dala entry by an operator, should the user so
destie. `file example oil life Completed f0m) sliown in Fig, 7
Produces the outputs alrown in PiP . S throuall U. 0111puts are
s0lecl.tble,clil or none call Ile generated.
V. Summary and Conclusion
Trio Software Cost Model reported Isere is the flrst of a
series of refinements. As the model is used and as performance
data are collected, no doubt chanites will be made: adjust.
alents or parameters, alterations of lormt ► las, r1)tQllc" 111188 Of
rolulats. added and deleted intuit requironiolhts, additional
holds ht' outpols, ',aid so lolth. 0110 extension currently
cnvhsiolretl is lite automated transfer of the W"s data 11-350
generated by file model into the WDS .hased project eontrol
system currently used tit the [)SN Data Systoms impletnent.t.
tiu ►1 ksks. by tlleans ill, Networking the softwito model host
conhpuler with (Ile project control systern Must.
It' the 1110del presented weals complex, it is justly sir. for
the 41cloli Much affect human performan ,:c are generally
coln filex and unpredictable, excopt in sialistic al terills. 011e
sample flutction Chown from a stochastic ensemble is hardly=
ever ' ;iverage" or "typie d " One must cNpoct variations
beh veell actual behavior and r3etlictiofls by, the loodel.
"lie directions IOr the rulure are to refine file model for
greater Ucetuacty (withal the lulluall perforinanee ostim.111oll
capacity hn>its), its extend the utility -)f the nlodel throughout
the entire software lire cycle, and it) provide rite basis for
ititheating needed flow computer technology, softwaro
filet 11odology, and tools.
is
"vim' ,fir^
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TITLEt	 Cr':j
4CR/ECO: ------	 PROG. IDOI
SUOSYSI	 Date EstimateA
------------------ ^01^ -------------	 ----------- M ------ ".M ---------------
Answer the following items to the beat of your eathmaLion.
I. How much now cod* is to be produced (completely new modules)?
Maximum value, kilo-linos executable source(99% confidence level)?
Expected value, kilo-lines executable source?
Minimum value, kilo- linos executable source(996 confidence level)?
2. Now much code exists in modules requiring modification?
Maximum value, kilo-lines executable gource(99$ confidence level)?
Expected value, kilo-lines executable source?
Minimum value, kilo-lines executable source(998 confidence level)? --------
3, How much coda will be deleted from these existing modules?
Maximum value, kilo-lines executable source(996 confidence level)?
Expected value, kilo-lines executable source?
Minimum value, kilo-linos executable source(996 confidence level)?
A. How much code will be added to these existing modules?
Maximum value, kilo-lines executable source(996 confidence level)?
Expected value, kilo-lines executable source?
Minimum value, kilo-lines executable source(996 confidence level)?
S. How much code will be changed in other ways in these modules?
Maximum valuer kilo-lines executable source(99* confidence level)?
Expected value, kilo-linni executable source?
Minimum value, kilo-lines executable aource(991 confidence level)? ------
6. How much code will be deleted as entire modules from existing code?
Maximum value, kilo-lines executable source(99% confidence level)?
Expected value, kilo-lines executable source?
Minimum valuer kilo-lines executable source(996 confidence level)? -----____
7. How much of the remaining existing code must to retested?
Maximum value, kilo-lines executable source (996 corfidence level)?
Expected value, kilo-lines executable source'?
Minimum value, kilo-lines executable source(996 confidence level)? --------
8. Expected percentage of code to be developed actually delivered
(0-90, 91-99 f 100)?
9. -flow many different kinds of input/output data items per 1000 lines of
now or modified code(>80 1 16-80, 0-15)7
10, overall complexity of program and data base architecture(high, Medium, low)?
11, Complexity of code logical design(highp medium, low)?
12. what percent of the programming task is in Assembly language?
13. What percent of the now or modified code must be storage-optimized?
Fig, 6. B -ank form fo r software cost model Inputs
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14. What percent of the now or modified code must bo timing-optimized?
15. What percent of the total programming took is 10ASY'?
16. What percent of the total programming task in 'hard'?
17. When is work to start, on th*(FRD/FDD # SRD f BDD)?
le, What percent of the total program requirements are well established,
stable, and will not be altered before delivery?
19. What percent of the requirements are likely to change slightly bofore
delivery  but will do so under baseline change control.?
20. What percent of the requirements are likely to change more drastically
before delivery, but will do so under baseline control?
21. Complexity of program functional requiroments(high t medium, low)?
22. Expected user involvement in requirements definition
(much, some, none)?
23. Customer experience in application area(much, none, some)?,.,
24. Customer/implementor organizational interface complexity
(high, normal, low)?
25. Interfaces with other SW development projects or organizations
(many, few, none)?
26. Efficiency of impleMentilnq o."ganization (poor, oks good)?
27. Overall implementation personnel qualifications and motivation
(low, average, high)?
28. Percentage of programmers doing functional design who will also
be doing development(t25 f 25-50 # >50)?
29. Previous programmer experience with application of similar or greater
size and complexity(minimal t average, extensive)?
30. What is the average staff experience, in years, obtained from work
similar to that required in the task being estimated?
31. Previous experience with operational computer to be used
(minival, average, extensive)?
32. Previous experience with programming lanquage(s) to be used
(minimal, average, extensive)?
33. Use of top-down methodol(,9y(low # medium, high)?
34. Use of structured programmer team concePts(low, medium, high)?
35. Use of Structured Programming(low f medium, high)?
Fig. 6 (con1d)
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36, Use of design and code inspect ions{low, 4R, peer)?
37, Classified security environment for computer(yea, , no)?
38. Hardware under concurrent development(much, some, none)?
39. Percent of work done at primary development site
00, 70-90, »0)?	 .^.
	 .
40, Development computer access mode(remote, scheduled, demand)?	 ..
41. Percent of development computer access availability(e30, 30 .60, >60)?
42, Quality of SW development tools and environment(poor, ok, good)?
49. Maturity of system and support sottware(buggy, ok, good)?
1 4. Overall adverse constraints on program design(severe, average ► minimal)?
	 ..^^..^^.
45, Is the program real-time, multi-task(chiefly, some, no)?,
46, SW to be adaptable to multiple computer configurations or environments(Year r no)?
47. Adaptation required to change from development to operational
environment(much, some, minimal)?
Values to be used for planning are
Kilo-lines of code n
Effort (person-•months):Duration (wonths) : 	 ....^,	 .Average staff (persons):
Is output to be saved in a file?
dame 04 output file to be created:
Schedule start date:
Select desired outputs and output media, or enter R1TURN only for
defaults. Defaults are 1A, 2A, and 3A. Choices are:
1=Gantt Chart
	 A-file
2%PERT data, 132 width	 aoline printer
3=PERT data, 80 width
Choice(s):
Fig, 6. (coned)
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TITLE: VERmDAv ^f^ ^...J_T-^R.,,, CDE:
ECR/ECO:
	
PROD. 1D.:	 -	 -D,1
SUBSYSs
	
Date Estimated: L
-------------- --------------------------- ------------------------------------
Answer the following items to the beAt of youv estimation.
1. How much new code is to be produced (completely new modules)?
Maximum valuer kilo-lines executable source(99% confidence level)? S.^
Expected valuer kilo-lines executable source? =.t
Minimum valuer kilo-lines executable source(99% confidence level)? _ s,/
2. How much code exists in modules requiring modification?
Maximum value, kilo-lines executable source ( 99% confidence level)?
4=1
G•4
Expected valuer kilo-lines executable source?
Minimum valuer kilo-lines executable source(99t conRidence level)?.._
3. How much code will be deleted from these existing modules?
Maximum valuer kilo-lines executable source(99% confidence level)?
Expected value, kilo-lines executable source?
Minimum value, kilo-litres executable source(99% confidence level)? 	 .2.
4. How much code will be added to these existing modules? 	 7Maximum value, kilc . , lines executable source(99% confidence level)?
Expected value, kilo-lines executable source? 	 ^_
Minimum valuer kilo-lines executable source(990 confidence level)?
5. How much code will be changed in other gays in these modules?
Maximum valuer kilo-lines executable source ( 99% confidence level)?	 /'_
Expected valuer kilo-lines executable source?
Minimum valuer kilo-lines executable source(990 confidence level)? __
6. How much code will be deleted as entire modules from existing code?
Maximum value, kilo-lines executable source(99% confidence level)?
Expected value, kilo-lines executable source? 	 _,L
Minimum valuer kilo-lines executable source ( 99% confidence level)? __ L 1
7. How much of the remaining existing code must be retested?
Maximum valuer kilo-lines executable source ( 99% confidence level)?
Expected valuer kilo-lines executable source? 	 ._JA
Minimum value, kilo-lines executable source(990 confidence level)?
8. Expected percentage of code to be developed actually delivered
(0-90, 91-99, 100)?	 019
9. now many different kinds of input/output data items per 1000 lines of
nr4w or modified code(>60, 16-80, 0-15)?
10. Overall complexity of program and data base architecture
(high, medium, low)?
11. Complexity of code logical design(highr medium, low)? 	 .
12. What percent of the programming task is in Assembly language?
13. What percent of the new or modified code must be storage-optimized?^_
Fig. 7. Example of input form usage
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114. What percent of the new or modified code must be timing-optimized?
15. What percent of the total programming task is 'easy'?
16. What percent of the total programming task is 'hard'? 	 ^,Q
17. When is work to start, on the(FRD/FDD, SRD, SDD)? 	 F^
18. What percent of the total program requirments are well established,
stable, and will riot be altered before delivery? 	 o''
19. What percent of the requirements are likely to change slightly before
delivery, but will do so under baseline change control?	 J D
20. What percent of the requirements are likely to change more drastically
before delivery, but will do so under baseline control?
21. Complexity of program functional requirements(high, medium, low)?
22. Expected user involvement in requirements definition
(much, some, none)?
23. Customer experience in application area(much, noner,some)?
24. Customer/implementor organizational interface complexity
(high, normal, low)?
25. Interfaces with other SW development projects or organizations
(many, few, none)?
26. Efficiency of implementing organization(poor, ok, good)?
27. Overall implementation personnel qualifications and motivation
(low, average, nigh)?
28. Percentage of programmers doing functional design who will also
be using development(<25, 25-50, >50)? ss-se,
29. Previous programmer experience with application of similar or greate r
size and coirplexity(minimal, average, extensive)?
30. What is the average staff experience, in years, obtained from work
similar to that required in the task being estimated? 	
_ 
G
31, Previous experience with operational computer to be used
(minimal, average, extensive)?
32. Previous experience with programming language(s) to be used
(minimal, average, extensive)?
33. Use of top-down methodology(low, medium, high)?
34. Use of structured programmer team concepts(low, medium, high)?
35. Use of Structured Programming(low, medium, high)?_
Fig.7 (contd)
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36, Use of design and code inspections(low, QA, peer)? 	 A
37. Classified security environment for computer(yes, , no)? 	 M
38, Hardware under concurrent development(much, some, none)?
39. Percent of work done at primary development site 	 .^^^
(00, 70-90, >90)?	 42 0
40, Development computer access mode(remote, scheduled, demand)?	 Dk
41. Percent of development computer access availability(<30, 30-60, >60) ?
42. Quality of SW development tools and environment(poor, ok, good)? ^,
43. Maturity of system and support software(buggy, ok, good)?
44. Overall adverse constraints on program design
(severe, average, minimal)?
45. Is the program real-time, multi-task(chiefly, some, no)?
46. SW to be adaptable to multiple computer configurations or environments
(yes , , no)?	 MA
47. Adaptation required to change from development to operational
environment(much, some, minimal)?
Values to be used for planning are:
Kilo-lines of code=
Effort (person-months):
Duration (months):
Average staff (persons):
Is output to be saved in a file?
Name of output file to be creates:
	 VC C-0 1
Schedule start date:
	 12 AW 60
Select desired outputs and output media, or enter RETURN only for
defaults. Defaults are 1A, 2A, and 3A. Choices are:
1=Gantt Chart
	 A=file
2-PERT data, 132 width
	 B=line printer
Choice(s): 3 -PERT data, 80 width
Fig.7 (contd)
TITLE:	 VERSION CONTROL EDITOR CDE:	 Angus Day
ECR/ECO,	 e80.176 PROD.	 ID.:	 IIUP-D2-OP-D.2
SURSYS:	 X21.6 pate Estimated: 14NOV80
Model Data Version 1.3	 31OCT80
....-------------------------------------..------------------------......--------
Answer the following items to the best of your estimation.
-----
1. Flow much new code is to be produced (completely new modules)?
Maximum value, kilo-lines executable source(99% confidence level)? 3.5
Expected value, kilo-lines executable source,? 3.3
Minimum value, kilo-lines executable source(99% confidence level)? 3.1
2. How much code exists in modules requiring modification?
Maximum value, kilo-lines executable source(99% ,confidence level)? 6.9
Expected value, kilo-lines executable source? 6.6
Minimum value, kilo-lines executable source(99% confidence level)? 6.3
3. How much code will be deleted from these existing modules?
Maximum value, kilo-lines executabl,n source(99% confidence level)? .4
Expected value, kilo-lines executable source? .3
Minimum value, kilo-lines executable source(99% confidence level)? .2
4. Flow much cod ,  will be added to these existing modules?
Maximum value, kilo-lines executable source(99% confidence level)? .7
Expected value, kilo-lines executable source? .6
Minimum value, kilo-lines executable source(99% confidence level)? .4
5. How much eodAe will be changed in other ways in these modules?
Maximum value,	 kilo-lines executable source(99% confidence level)? 1.2
Expected value, kilo-lines executable source? .9
Minimum value, kilo-lines executable source(99% confidence level)? .7
6. How much code will be deleted a3 entire modules from existing code?
Maximum value, kilo-lines executable source(99% confidence level)? 1.4
Expected value, kilo-lines executable source? 1.3
Minimum value, kilo-lines executable source(99% confidence level)? 1.1
7. How much of the remaining existing code must be retested?
Maximum value, kilo-lines executable source(99% confidence level)? 2.1
Expected value, kilo-lines executable source? 1.9
Minimum value, kilo-lines executable source(99% confidence level)? 1.5
8. Expected percentage of code to be developed actually delivered
(0-90,	 91-99,	 100)? 91-99
9. How many different kinds of input/output data items per 1000 lines of
new or modified code(>80, 16-80, 0-15)? 16-80
10. Cierall complexity of program and data base architecture
(high, medium,
	
low)? MEDIUM
11. Complexity of code logical design(high, medium,	 low)? LOW
12. What percent of the programming task is in Assembly language? 9
13. What percent of the new or modified code must be storage-optimized? 9
Fig, ®, Hard copy format Input parameter record
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14. What percent of 00 new or modified code must be timing -optimized?	 9
15. What percent at the total programming task is 'easy'? 20
16. What percent of the total programming task is	 'hard'? 30
17, When is work to start,	 on the(rRD/FDD, RD, SDD)?	 FRD/PDD
16. What percent of the total program requirmentu will be established
and stable before design, and will not be altered before delivery? 80
19, What percent of the requirements are likely to change slightly before
delivery, but will do so uncle ,' baseline change control? 10
20, What percent of the requirements are likely to change more drastically
before delivery, but will do so under baseline control? 5
21. Complexity of program functional requiremOnts(high, medium, 10W)T LOW
22. Expected user involvemenv in requirements definition
(much,	 some,	 none)? MUCH
23. Customer experience in application area(much, none, 	 some)? SOME
24. Customer/implementor organizational interface complexity
(high,	 normal,	 low)? NORMAL
25. Interfaces with other sw development projects or organizations
(many,	 few,	 none)? VEW
26. Efficiency of implementing organization(poor, ok, 	 good)? GOOD
27. Overall implementation personnel qualifications and motivation
(low,	 average,	 high)? HIGH
28. Percentage of programmers doing functional design who will also
be doing development(<25,
	 25-50 #	>50)? 25-50
29. Previous progr ,.rimer experience with application of similar or greater
size and complaxity(minimal # average ? extensive)? AVERAGE
30. What is the average staff experienceo in years, obtained from work
similar to that required in the task being estiwaLed? 6
31. Previous experience with operational computer to be used
(minimal,	 average t	extensive)? MINIMAL
32. Previous experience with programming language(s) 	 to be used
(minimal, average,
	 extensive)? MINIMAL
33. Use of top-down methodology(low, medium, high)? HIGH
34. Use of structured programmer team concepts(low, medium, high)? HIGH
35. Use of Structured Pcogramming(low, medium, 	 high)? HIGH
Fig. a (Conid)
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36. Use of design and code inspections(low, QA, peer)? QA
37. Classified security environment for computer(yes,
	 , no)? NO
38. Hardware under concurrent development(much, some, none)? NONE
39. Percent of work done at primary development site
(00, 70-90, >90)? 70 -90
40. Development computer access mode(remote, scheduled, demand)? DEMAND
41. Percent of development computer access availability(c30, 30-60, >60)? 30-60
42. Quality of SW development tools and environment(poor, ok, good)? OK
43. Maturity of system and support sottware(buggyr ok, good)? OK
44. Overall adverse constraints on program design
(severe,	 average,	 minimal.)? MINIMAL
45. Is the program real-time, multi-task(chiefly,	 some,	 no)? NO
46. SW to be adaptable to multiple computer configurations or environments
(yes,	 ,	 no)? NO
47. Adaptation required to change from development to operational
environment(much,	 some, minimal,)? MINIMAL
Fig, 8 (conid)
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Estimated Overall Parameters:
+1-sigma
Adjusted Linea of code= 6182 SLKC
	
6280	 6085
Effort= 2G.5 person-months
	
45.8	 15.3
Staff productiv ty% 233 SLEC/staff-month
404
Duration- 15.7 months
	
1t+.0	 12.9
Avg. Staff= 1.7
	
2.9
	
1.0
Doc l tmentation= 537 pages	 $16.1K
	
645	 446	 $19.4K
Computer CPU time= 319 hours 	 M OK
	
478	 212	 $O.OK
waverage value 
-1-sigma
$13 AK
$O.OK
use these figures to arrive at Effort, Duration, and Staffing
requirements. include factors to provide acceptible risk
and confidence levels.
Values specified are:
Kilo-lines of code=
Effort (person-months):
Duration (months):
Average staff (persons):
For the numbers you have entered, a reasonableness check indicates that
the average project would produce 7303 lines of code, using 32 staff-months
of resources and 1.6 months of duration, with an average staff of 2 persons,
for a productivity of 228 SLEC/staff-month.
The level iaf• confidence in delivering 6182 lines of code,
on-time and within resources= 33 %.
Is output to be saved in a file?
6.16
32.0
16.0
2.0
1
Name of output file to be created:
Schedule start date:
Select desired outputs and output media, or enter RETPRN only for
defaults. Defaults are 1A, 2A, and 3A. Choices are:
1=Gantt Chart	 A=file
2=PERT data, 132 width
	
B=line printer
3=PERT data, 80 width
Choice(s):
VCEDIT
17NOV80
1B,2B,3A
Fig. 9. Output of SWAG estimator using the "typical software
project" parameters
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I --------------------- I -----------------------------------Y. a..sa.------------.-----
 
TITLE: VERSION CONTROL EDITOR CDE: Angus Day I
1 ECR/ECOt e80.176 PROD. ID.: HUP-D2-OP-D.2 i
I SUBSYSt X21.6 STATUS AS OF: 14NOV80 I
1------------------------------ .------------------------------------------------
I	 CODE	 TASK	 : WHO : EFF t E-START : L -FINSH
I
:	 FLTI
I-
*0.
---	 ---,----------------------------- --------------------------------
: START
	
;	 0 : 17NOV80	 : 17NOV80
-----I
:	 01
*1. : Sys Plans, Reqts,	 & Design 0	 : 9JAN81 t	 9JAN81 :	 01
* 1.1 Define Subsys Reqts :	 15	 : 17NOV80 ;	 3DEC80 :	 01
* 1.2 .	 FRD :	 ;	 0	 t 8DEC80 :	 8DEC80 :	 01
1 1.2.1 Write all sections s	 4	 : 17NOV80 :	 5DEC80 :	 91
* 1.2.2 Edit and release FRD t	 2	 : 5DEC80 :	 8DEC80 :	 01
* 1.3 Level B Review :	 s	 3	 : 8DEC80 : 10DEC80 :	 01
* 1.4 Define Sys Architecture 18	 : 10DEC80 :	 31DEC80 :	 01
* 1.5 FDD ;	 0	 : 7JAN81 :	 7JAN81 :	 01
1 1.5.1 Write all sections 4 10DEC80 :	 6JAN81 ;	 121
* 1.5.2 Edit and release 2	 ; 6JAN81 :	 7JAN81 :	 01
* 1.6 Level C Review ;	 3	 ; 7JAN81 :	 9JAN81 :	 01
*2. SW Planning and Reqts ;	 0 16FEB81 : 16FED81 :	 01
* 2.1 Define Software Reqts :	 25 9JAN81 :	 4FE1381 :	 01
* 2.2 ;	 SRD 0 12FEB81 i 12FEB81 :	 01
I 2.2.1 write all sections 4	 : 9JAN81 :	 11FEB81 211
* 2.2.2 Edit and release 2	 : 11FEB81 :	 12FEB81 01
2.3 Level D Review 2	 : 12FED81 :	 16FE1381 01
*3. SW Architecture and Design ;	 0	 : 6APR81 ;	 6APR81 01
* 3.1 Define SW architecture :	 31	 : 16FEB81 : 19MAR81 01
* 3.2 SDD 0	 : 2APR81 :	 2APR81 :	 01
1 3.2.1 .	 Write all sections ;	 4	 : 16FEB81 :	 1APR81 301
* 3.2.2 Edit and release ;	 2	 : 1APR81 :	 2APR81 01
13.3 :	 System Interface Design 22	 ; 16PED81 :	 1APR81 :	 201
* 3.4 Level E Review ;	 2	 : 2APR81 :	 6APR81 :	 01
*4. SW Detailed Design & Prod 0	 : 22DEC81 : 22DEC81 01
1 4.1 :	 SSD 0	 : 23FEB82 :	 11MAR82 121
4.1.1 Write Sections 1,2,3 6	 : 6APR81 :	 18DEC81 :	 1751
* 4.1.2 Write Section 4 :	 18	 : 6APR81 ;	 24APR81 :	 01
I 4.1.3 Write Section 5 43	 : 24APR81 : 18DEC81 :	 1421
4.1.4 Write Section 6 4	 : 6APR81 ;	 18DE081 :	 1761
I 4.1.5 .	 Write Section 7 9	 : 6APR81 :	 18DEC81 :	 1731
I 4.1.6 Edit and release 6	 : 18FEB82 :	 11MAR82 :	 121
1 4.2 .	 SOM 0	 ; 22FEB82 :	 11MAR82 :	 131
4.2.1 Write preliminary draft ;	 8	 : 24APR81 :	 4MAY81 ;	 01
I 4.2.2 Complete all sections 9	 : 2JUN81 :	 18DEC81 :	 1331
1 4.2.3 Edit and release 4	 : 18FEB82 : 11MAR82 :	 131
* 4.3 :	 High-level Design Review 2	 : 29MAY81 :	 2JUN81 :	 01
4.4 Module Production & Integ :	 0	 : 18DEC81 ;	 18DEC81 :	 01
4.4.1 Executive and control 18	 : 4MAY81 :	 29MAY81 :	 01
* 4.4.2 I/O Modules 18	 : 2JUN81 :	 26JUN81 :	 01
*
---
4.4.3
-------
Interface handlers
- ---------
	
------------------------------------
18	 : 26JUN81
-
:	 23JUL81
----- - --
:	 01
-----	 I
Fig. 11. Short-form output of the PERT/CPM WEIS schedule data
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PAGE 2
---_-------------------------------------------------- - ------------- ---- ----- I
1	 TITLE: VERSION CONTROL EDITOR CDE:	 Angus Day I
I	 ECR/ECO: e80.176 PROD. ID.:	 HUP-D2-OP-D.2 1
1	 AUBSXS: X21.6 STATUS AS OF: 14NOV80 I
I ,------------------------------------------------... --------.-------_-____----
--- I
J	 CODE TASK : WHO :	 EFF : E-START
-----------
: L-FINSH
t--__--
:
---
FL's')
-- II-------------
*	 4.4.4
---------.------tit-----------
:	 Function A
--- ------------
:	 18	 : 23JUL81 : 17AUG81 s 01
*	 4.4.5 Function B ;	 18	 : 17AUG81 :	 11SEP81 : 01
*	 4.4.6 :	 Function C 17	 : 11SEP81 :	 60CT81 : 01
*	 4.4.7 :	 Function D :	 17	 : 6OCT81 ; 290CT81 c 01
4.4.8 :	 Function E 17	 : 290CT61 : 23NOV81 : 01
*	 4.4.9 Function F 17	 : 23NOV81 : 18DEC81 : 01
1	 4.5 :	 Special Tanks 0	 : 10JUN81 ;	 18DEC81 : 1321
4.5.1 ;	 Support software :	 12	 : 2JUN81 : 18DEC81 ; 1321
I	 4.5.2 :	 Other :	 s	 6	 : 2JUN81 : 18DEC81 s 1351
4.6 Acceptance Readiness Rvw 2	 : 18DEC81 :	 22DEC81 s 01
*5. SW Test and Transfer :	 0	 : 18MAR82 : 18MAR82 : 01
*	 5.1 Verification tests 28	 : 22DEC81 :	 1FED82 : 01
1	 5.2 Contingency 25	 : 9APR81 : 11MAR82 : 2181
15.3 STT :	 0	 : 19FEB82 :	 18MAR82 : 191
1	 5.3.1 Write all sections :	 14	 : 2JUN8l :	 1FEB82 : 1591
1	 5.3.2 Edit and release :	 ;	 2	 : 18FEB82 : 11MAR82 ; 141
*	 5.4 Acceptance tests :	 20	 : IFEB82 :	 18FEB82 t 01
*	 5.5 remonstration tests 22	 : 18FE082 :	 11MAR82 : 01
*	 5.6 :	 Transfcr, CDC to COE :	 7	 : 11114AR82 :	 18MAR82 : 01
16. : Mgt Task- and Milestones ;	 0	 : 16DEC80 : 18MAR82 : 3131
1	 6.1 CDC Activities ;	 37	 : 17NOV80 :	 18MAR82 : 3131
* 6.2 Develop prelim budget :	 3	 : 3DEC80 :	 5DEC80 : 01
*	 6.3 Develop Sys Impl Plan :	 3	 : 31DEC80 :	 6JAN81 : 01
* 6.4 Draft Software Impl Plan 6	 : 4FEB8l : 11FE081 : 01
* 6.5 Revise Impl Plan 12	 : 19MAR81 ;	 1APR81 ; 01
1	 6.6 QA Audit :	 26	 : 18FEB82 : 18MAR82 : 61
*FINISH
I-------------------------------------------------------------------------
0	 : 18MAR82 : 18MAR82 :
---
01
--- I
Fig. 11 (con:d)
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Appendix A
DSN Software Cost Model Factors
'Phis Appendix contains a listing of the standard factor
file accessed by the software model. A correspondence between
factors on the file and those appearing in formulas herein
appears below;
FILE AND PROGRAM
MNEMONI	 REPORT SYMBOL
NEWFAC
	
l (normalized)
C HM FAC	 b
ADLFAC	 c
CHLFAC	 d
DLNFAC	 e
DM DFAC	 g
RTSFAC	 h
LLEV	 f HOL
LAW	 f asst'
CADJ	 fc-crit
TADJ	 ft-crit
EADJ	 f easy
HADJ	 f hard
BADJ	 (base
MADJ
	 f many
FADJ
	 f free
*	 Factors in the file used by the model not given a specific
symbol in this report.
38
FILE AND PROGRAM
^RNI^ REPORT SYMBOL
SAW fexp
FULLUP f full-up
KSLECPM P1
A a
AWFFAC fwf
E IFAC As igmr+
DFAC Ti
DEXP ft
TIFAC
PPKSLEC DI
AD cdoc
PGCOST
DIM
0 FA C' C
AC CCPu
C1FAC
CPTRCOST
SIFAC
WTFAC W1/2
	
1
ATFAC W/K
LOGRATIO**
-log(Phi(i)/Plo(i)]
*	 Factors in the file used by the model not given a
specific symbol in this report.
**	 The LOGRATIO designator does not appear in the file;
however it is found as the numeric field following the
3 ANSWER entries.
39
,"Version 1.3
,20
,"TITLE:
,"CDE:
r
"WE:
,"PROG. M.:
,"SUBSYS:
,2,27,43
,1
,.27
'.80
,.24
,.11
,.17
,2.4
, . 82
,1.01
,.72
,.8
,1.2
,1.35
,1.9
,2.3
r•06
,.4
,.237
,.2
,l
,1.95
,1.73
;.4.88
,.356
,1.49
,120
, . 823
,30
,1.2
,25.2
, . 96
,1.5
,0
,1.53
,1.5
,.88
,0, 14, 21
31OCT80"
kilo-lines executable source"
kilo-lines executable source(998 confidence level)"
kilo-lines executable source(998 confidence level)"
co is to be produced (completely new modules)?"
exists in modules requiring modification'?"
DSN SOFTWARE COST- MM STANDARD FACTOR FILE
VERSION (VERS$)
WORK DAYS PER MO (DAYSPERMO)
HDR FIELD 1 (HFLI$)
HDR FIELD 2 (HPL,2$)
HDR FIELD 3 (HFL3$)
HDR FIELD 4 (HFL4$)
HDR FIELD 5 (HF15$)
CLEAR SCREEN (CIS$)
NEW CODE FACTOR (NEWFAC)
CHG MODULE FAC (CHWAC)
iTJ)D LINES FAC (ADLFAC)
CHG LINES FAC (CHLFAC)
DEL LINES PAC (DLNFAC)
DEL t43DULE FAC (DMDFAC)
RETEST FACTOR (RTSFAC)
LANGUAGE LEVEL; (LLEV)
LANG AW FAG ( LAW )
CAP AW PAC (CAW)
TIME AW FAC (TAW)
EASY AW PAC (EAW )
HARD AU? FAC (HAW)
BASLINE CHG FAG (BAW)
MANY CHG BL FAG (MAUI)
FREE CHG FAC (FAW)
STAFF EXP AW FAC ( SAW )
FULL-UP TRNG FAC (FUI,LUP)
KSLEC/MO (KSLECPM)
DEFAULT§'":{'i<,jCTNITY (PDEFLT)
EFFORT WaQi= (A)
WF MODEL EXPONENT (AWFFAC)
EFFORT STD DEV PAC (E1FAC)
DURATION FAC (DFAC)
DURATION EXP (DEXP)
DUR STD DEV FAC (21FAC)
PAGES DOC/KSLEC (PPKSLEC)
DOC EXPONENT (AD)
COST PER PAGE (PGOCW )
DOC STD DEV FAC (D1FAC)
COMM HRS FAC (CFAC)
CFTR TIME EXPNT (AC)
CPI'R TIM STD DEV FAC (C1FAC)
COMPTR HR COST (CPTROOSST)
STAFF STD DISV PAC (S1FAC)
HALF-TIME EFF. FACTOR (WTFAC)
PUTNAM KA/K FACTOR (ATFAC)
WBS TASK SKIPS(SKIPS)
PROMPPl ,"	 Expected value,
PROMPT2 ,"	 Maximum value,
PROMPT3 ,"	 :Minimum value,
PROMPr4 ,"l. How much new
PRCMPr5 ,"2. How much code
40
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DSN SOFTWARE MST tDDEL STM MD FALVOR FILE
PRCMPT6 ,"3. How much code will be deleted from these existing modules?"
PRCMMI ,"4. How much code will be added to these existing modules?"
F"PrB , 05. How much code will be changed in other ways in these modules?"
PRCMM9 ,"6. How much code will be deleted as entire modules from existing code?"
PPOW10, "7. How much of the remaining existing code must be retested?"
M MPTll,"12. What percent of the programming task is in Assembly language"
PROMPTI2,"13. What percent of the new or modified code must be storage-optimized"
PRLM13,"14. What percent of the new or modified code must be timing-optimized"
PROM14,"15. What percent of the total programming task is 'easy'"
PROMPrl5,"16. What percent of the total programming task is 'hard'"
PROM16,"18. What percent of the total program requireents will be established
and stable before design, and will not be altered before delivery"
PRCMPPI7, 111.9. What percent of the requirements are likely to change slightly before
delivery, but will do so under baseline change control"
PRCMPrl8,"20. What percent of the requirements are likely to change more drastically
before delivery, but will do so under baseline control"
PROMPF19, "30. What is the average staff experience, in years, obtained from work
similar to that required in the task being estimated"
PRCMP1.'20,"8. Expected percentage of code to be developed actually delivered
"
ANS ERS,O-90,91-99,100,-.511
PRCMPr21,"9. How many different kinds of input/output data items per 1000 lines of
new or modified code"
ANSWERS,>80,16-80,0-15,-.548
PIOM2,"10. Overall complexity of program and data base architecture
ANSWERS,high,medium,low, -.529
PRCMPP23,"11. Camolexity of code logical design"
ANSWERS, high, medium, low,-.324
PRCMPT24,"17. When is work to start, on the"
AN5WERS,FRD/FDD,SRD,SUD, -1.386
PRCMPr25, "21. Complexity of program functional requirements"
ANSWERS, high,medium, low ,-.7';l
PRCMV26,"22. Expected user involvement in requirements definition
"
ANSVERS,much,some,none, -.873
PRatP127c "23.
 Customer experience in application area"
ANSWERS,much,none,some, -.501
M MPd'28,"24. Customer/implementor organizational interface complexity
"
ANSIERS,high,normal,low,-1.394
PRCMPT29,"25. Interfaces with other SW development projects or organizations
"
ANSWERS,nmy,few,none,-.405
PRCMPT30, "26. Efficiency of implementing organization"
ANSWERS,poor,ok,good, -.693
PRCMPr31, "27. Overall implementation personnel qualifications and motivation0
ANSWER.S,low,average,h gh,-1.133
PRORK32, "28. Percentage of programmers doing functional design who will also
be doing development"
ANSWERS,<25,25-50,>50, -.938
PRCMPT33, "29. Previous programmer experience with application of similar or greater
41
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size and complexity"
ANWMrminimal,average,extensive,-1.033
PROMPr34,"31. Previous experience with operational computer to be used
"
ANSWERS,minimal,average,extensive, -.759
PROMPr35,"32. Previous experience with programming language(s) to be used
"
ANSWERS,minimal,average,extensive,-1.149
PRCIMPN6, 033. Use of top ►-down methodology"
ANSWERS,low,medium,high,-.493
PRCMPr37,"34. Use of structured programmer team concepts"
ANSWERS,1ow,medium,high,-.622
PROMPr38,"35. Use of Structured Programming"
ANSWERS,low,medium,high,-.577
PROMPr39,"36, Use of design and code inspections"
ANSWERS,low,QA,peer,-.432
PRCMPr40,"37. Classified security environment for computer"
ANSWERS,yes,,no,-,617
PROMPT41,"38. Hardware under concurrent development"
ANSWERS,much,some,none,-.518
PROMPr42,"39. Percent of work done at primary development site
"
ANSWERS, C70,70-90,>90,-1.147
PROMPP43, 040. Development computer access made"
ANSWERS,remote,scheduled,denand,-.742
PROMPr44,"41. Percent of development computer access availability"
ANSWERS, <30,30-60,>60,-.718
PROM 745,"42. Quality of SW development tools and environment"
ANSWERS,poor,ok,good,-.693
PROWN6, 043. Maturity of system and support software"
ANSWFRS,buggy,ok,good,-.693
PROMPT47, 044. Overall adverse constraints on program design
"
ANSWERS,severe,average,minimal,-.568
PRCMPT48,"45. Is the program real-time, multi-task"
ANSMW, chiefly, some, no, -2.3
PRCM49,"46. 94 to be adaptable to multiple computer configurations or environments
0
ANSWERS, yes , , no, - . 405
PRO W50,"47. Adaptation required to change from development to operational
environment"
ANSWERS,much,some,mirmal,-.405
42
Appendix B
DSN Software Cost Model Standard
Work Breakdown Structure Skeleton
The standard lyork Breakdown Structt ►re (WBS) skeleton Is contained In a file defining
,a plan of a typical software project. Effort and duration of each task In the WBS
skeleton are given in fractions of the total W and "I' determined by the progra ►n.
The first record in the file is merely an Identifier, announcing the WBS version number
(displayed on the screen when the program starts). The remalning records are of the forni
(task code), (task title), (who field), (effort), (duration), (predecessor list), . (date)
The (task code) and (task title) fields are strings, while (effort) and (duration) are
numeric (fractional values). Tito (who field) is not used in tills version (it appears so as to
he compatible with the PERT program). Tile (predecessor list) is of the form
(task code)
or
(task code), (predecessor list)
'file (predecessor list) play extend over several lines; the signal for the end of the list
is the period, Tile (date) Geld Is null; it also appears Isere to be compatible with the PERT
program. Mien not null, it announces to the PEAT program all date that the task
must complete.
STANDARD WORK BREAKDOWN S=CPURF,Version 1.2
	 3000T80
0., START„ O f . 922, .
1.,"Sys Plans, Reqts, & Design",, 0, .96,1.6,.
1.1, Define Subsys Reqts „ .024, .748,0.,.
1.2, rRD„ 0, .96,1.2.2,.
1.2.1, Write all sections„ .00672, .748,0.,.
1.2.2, Edit and release F?D„ .00288, .748,1.2.1,6.2,1.1,.
6.2, Develop prelim budget„ .0048, .748,1.1,.
1.3, Level B Review,, .0048, .748,1.2,.
1.4, Define Sys Architecture „ .0288, .748,1.3,.
1.5, FDD„ 0, .96,1.5.2,,
1,5.1, Write all sections„ .00672, .96,1.3,.
1.5.2, Edit and release,, .00288, ,748,1.5.1,6.3,.
6.3, Develop Sys Impl Plan,, .0048, .748,1.4,.
1.6, Level C Review„ .0048, .748,1.5,.
2., SW Planning and Regts „ 0,-.96,2.3,.
2.1, Define Software Reqts „ .0384, .690,1.,.
2,2, SRD„ 0, .96,2.2.2,.
2.2.1, Write all sections„ .00672, .96,1.,.
2.2.2, Edit and release,, .00288, .675,2.2.1,6.4,.
6.4, Draft Software Impl Plan„ .0096, .675,2.1,.
2.3, Level D Review,, .00381, .675,2.2,.
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3. 1 SW Architecture and Design De£ „ Or 996,2.,3.4,.
3.1, Define 9W architecture„ .048, .666,2.,.
3.2, SDD„ O r .96,3.2.2,.
3.2.1, Write all sections„ .0051 6, .96,2• ► .
3.2.2, Edit and releaso „ . 00288, .654,3.2.1,3.3,6050.
3.3, System Interface Design „ . 0346 ► .96,2.,.
6.5, Revise Impl Plan,, .0192, .655,3.1,.
3.4, Level E Review,, .00384, .655,3.213.3,6.5,.
4., SW Detailed Design 6 Prod , t 0, .96,4.6,.
4.1 1 SSD„ 0, 996,4.1.6,.
4.1.1, "Write Sections 1,2,3",, .0096, 196,3.,.
4.1.2, Write Section 4, t .0288, .65413.,.
4.1.3, Write Section 5 „ .0672, .96,4.1.2,.
4.1.4, Write Section 6 „ .00672, .96,3.,.
4.1.5, Write Section 7 „ . 0144, .96,3,,.
4.1.6, Edit and release , f .00874, .96,4.1.1,4.1.2,4.1.3,4,1.4,4.1.5,5.4,.
4.2 1 SCm,l O r .96,4.2.3,.
4.2.1, Write preliminary draft „ . 0125, .654,4.1.2,.
4.2.2, Complete all sections„ .0144, .9614.3,.
4.2.3, Edit and release,, .00605, .96,4.2.2,5.4,.
4.3, High-level Design Review,, .00384, .582,4.1.2,4.4.1,4.2.1,.
4.4, Module Production & Integration,, 0, .96,4.4.9,.
4.4.1, Executive and control,, .0278, .498,4.1.214.2.1,.
4.4.2, i/0 Modules, ? .0278, .498,4.4.1,4.3,.
4.4.3, Interface handlers ,p .0278, .458,4.4.2,.
4.4.4, Function lA,, .0278, .515,4.4.3,.
4.4.5, Function B,, .0278, .515.4.4,.
4.4.6, Function C„ .0269, .515,4.4.5,.
4.4.7, Function D,, .0269, .515,4.4.6,.
4.4.8, Function E „ . 0269, .515,4.4.71.
4.4.9, Function F „ . 0269, .515,4.4.8,.
4.5, Special Tasks,, Or .9604.5.2,4.5.10.
4.5.1, Support software, ? .019;, .963,4.3,.
4.5.2, Other,, .0096, .96,4.3,.
4.6, Acceptance Readiness Rvw „ . 00384, .582,4.2.2,4.5,4.1.1,4.1.3,4.1.4,4.1.504.4
5., SW Test and Transfer „ Or .96,5.61.
5.1 1 Verification tests,,, .0432,.535,4.,.
5.2, Contingency„ .0384, .96,4.1.1,.
5.3, STT„ 0, .96,5.3.2,.
5.3.1, Write all sections„ .0221, .96,4.3,.
5.3.2, Edit and release,, .00384, .96,5.4,.
5.4, Acceptance tests„ .0317, .776,5.1,5.3.1,.
5.5, Demonstration tests,, .0336, .704,5.4,.
5.6, "Transfer, CDE to OOE",, .0115, .704,5.5,5.3.2,5.2,4.2,4.1,.
6., Mgt Tasks and Milestones,, 0, .96,6.1,.
6.1, CDE Activities,, .0576, .96,0.,.
6.6, QA Audit„ .04, .922,5.4,.
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